
CHAPTER IV

DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, the analysis of data collected is presented  and discussed to

show the student’s ability in writing descriptive text, the writer only focuses his

analysis and discussion on grammar and vocabulary.

The data analysis is based on the result of the test done by the eighth grade

students of SMPN 10 Kupang in the school year 2019/2020.

4.1. Data Anaysis

This  section  present  the  analysis  of  the  data.  Grammatical  aspect  and

vocabulary aspect  will  be analysed as below. However,  before the analysis,  the

student writing is presented. 

Students 1

Presiden Joko Widodo

1.       Grammar
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A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:

(-) President Joko Widodo is the seventh in indonesia

In this sentence the student missed to put the “noun president” the grammatical

sentence should be:

(+) Joko Widodo is the seventh President of Indonesia

(-) He order during 4 years, from 2015 to 2019.

(+) He has been leading for four years since 2015 to 2019

(-) His daughter is new maried

 (+)His daughter is just got married

Based on the errors above the writer put score 4 because some errors of grammar of

words order which do not, however, interfere with comprehension.

2. Vocabulary 

This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choice  and  mispelling.  For

examples:

(-) stragth

The vocabulary should be:

(+) straigth

(-) desclipine

(+) discipline

(-) ayes

(+) eyes

(-) to

(+) too
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Based on the errors above the writer put score 3 because some errors of vocabulary

of words is not complete

Student 2

Joko Widodo

1. Grammar 

A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:

(-) Jokowi have child three

The  student  used  the  wrong  form  of  the  verb  “to  have”,  it  should  be  “has”

furthermore the student also use the wrong of plural form of the word “child”. The

grammatical sentence should be:   

(+) Jokowi has three children

(-) have oval skin, have eyes round, have body is tall, and have body how small, 

(+) He has oval skin, round eyes, body is tall, and a small body

(-)have spirit, give mutual aid how tall, 

(+) He has a spirit, a high social soul

(-) have wife is name Riana Widodo, has two boys, has one girl.
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(+) He has a wife is name Riana Widodo, he has three children they are two boys 

and one girl

 (-) Jokowi is president how smart

(+) Jokowi is a smart president

(-) always make kind, has candidate how tall. 

(+)  He is very kind, He has the soul of a high leader

Based on the errors above, the writer gives score 3 on grammar because the 

sentences has some errors of grammar or words order which do not, however 

interfere with coprehension.

2. Vocabulary 

This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choice  and  mispelling.  For

examples:

(-) have

The vocabulary should be:

(+) Has

Based  on  the  errors  above  the  writer  put  score  5  because  just  slight  errors  of

vocabulary.

Student 3

Joko Widodo
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1. Grammar 

A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:

(-) Sevent president of Indonesia, good and just society

In this sentence the student missed to put the” subject he, “to be is” and “ possesive

pronoun his”. The gramatical sentence should be :

(+) He is the sevent president of indonesia. He is good and very closed to his 

people

(-)He always make road for village who not it to do road

(+) He always makes the road for every village that has not been highway

(-) he always following ceremony independence day and begin ceremony master

(+) He always follows the independence day of ceremony, and become a leader in 

the ceremony

(-) he dont became to president again

(+) He will not be a president again 

Based on the errors above the writer put score 3 because the grammar is not true 

2. Vocabulary 

This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choice  and  mispelling.  For

examples:

(-) have

The vocabulary should be:

(+) Has

Based  on  the  errors  above  the  writer  put  score  5  because  just  slight  errors  of

vocabulary
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Student 4

Joko widodo

1. Grammar 

A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:

(-) Joko Widodo have one hat,and one head on head is two eyes on between two 

eyes has one nose and on the head grow to the hair, and on side head has two ear. 

Joko Widodo is the seven president of indonesia. On under hair, has two eyebrow 

on half nose has two cheek. And on under nose has one mouth, and on under mouth

has one chin.

The  student  used  the  wrong  form  of  the  verb  “to  have”,  it  should  be  “has”

furthermore the student also use the wrong of ordinal number. The grammatical

sentence should be:   

 (+) Joko Widodo has one hat, one head, two eyes, one nose, he has black hairs,

two ears, Joko Widodo is the seventh president of Indonesia, he has two eyebrows,

two cheek, one mouth and one chin.
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Based on the errors above the writer put score 2 because the grammar is not true 

2. Vocabulary 

This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choice  and  mispelling.  For

examples:

(-) have

The vocabulary should be:

(+) Has

(-) seven

(+) Seventh

Based  on  the  errors  above  the  writer  put  score  5  because  just  slight  errors  of

vocabulary

Student 5

President Joko Widodo

1. Grammar 

A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:

(-) he is long face
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The student used the wrong form of the verb “is”, it should be “has” furthermore

the student also use the wrong of description”. The grammatical sentence should

be:   

(+) He has oval face

(-) he has thick ayebrown, he has long and thick las.

 (+) He has brown eyes, thick, and long.

 (-) jokowi is president of indonesia, he order 5 year. Start order 2015 and finish

order 2019 (2015-2019)

(+) Jokowi is the president of indonesia, he has led for five years starting from

2014 to 2019

Based on the errors above the writer put score 3 because the grammar is not true 

2.  Vocabulary 

This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choice  and  mispelling.  For

examples:

(-) caost

The vocabulary should be:

(+) shirt

(-) start

(+) starting

Based  on  the  errors  above  the  writer  put  score  4  because  just  slight  errors  of

vocabulary
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Student 6

Joko Widodo

1. Grammar 

A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:

(-) Joko Widodo has body a small

In  this  sentence  the  student  missed  to  put  the  “position  of  article  a”.  The

grammatical sentence should be:   

(+) Joko Widodo has a small body

(-) Jokowi has one child she, Jokowi has two child he.

(+) Jokowi has three children two boys and one girl

Based on the errors above the writer put score 4 because the grammar is not true.

2. Vocabulary 

This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choice  and  mispelling.  For

examples:

(-) waiff

The  vocabulary should be:
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(+) Wife

Based on the errors above the writer put the score 5 because just slight errors of

vocabulary

Student 7

Joko Widodo

1. Grammar 

A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:

(-) he have son’s

The student used the wrong form of the verb “have”, it should be “has” furthermore

the student also use the wrong of description”. The grammatical sentence should

be:   

(+) He has two son

(-) he have character is work hard

(+) He has a hard working character

Based on the errors above the writer put score 4 because the grammar is not true.
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2. Vocabulary 

This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choice  and  mispelling.  For

examples:

(-) son’s

The vocabulary should be:

(+) son

(-) have 

(+) Has

Based on the errors above the writer put the score 4 because just slight errors of

vocabulary

Student 8

Joko Widodo

1. Grammar 

A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:

(-)He name is Ir.H. Joko Widodo period 2014-2019 (5th), he from jawa
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In this sentence the student missed to put the “possessive pronoun his” and “to be

is”. The grammatical sentence should be:   

(+) His full name is Ir. Joko Widodo, hi is from java 2014/2019 period

(-)He wife name is Irana

(+)His wife’s name is Irana

(-)Before Jokowi is governor DKI Jakarta he too foregen solo

(+) Before Jokowi is governor of DKI Jakarta, his former regent was solo 

Based on the errors above the writer put score 4 because the grammar is not true.

2.   Vocabulary

This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choice  and  mispelling.  For

examples:

(-) life

The vocabulary should be:

(+) live

Based on the errors above the writer put the score 3 because just slight errors of

vocabulary

Student 9

Joko Widodo
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1. Grammar 

A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:

(-) He has characters are of the comunity character goof, character authority, funny,

kind, smart, and he has character neat

In  this  sentence  the  student  missed  to  put  the  “possessive  pronoun  his”.  The

grammatical sentence should be:   

(+)  His  characters  are  good,  authority,  funny,  kind,  smart,  and he dresses  very

neatly.

(-) He is from jawa

(+) His comes from jawa

(-) he religion is islam

(+) His religion is Muslim

Based on the errors above the writer put score 3 because the grammar is not true.

2. Vocabulary

This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choice  and  mispelling.  For

examples:

(-) smoll

The vocabulary should be:

(+) small

(-) told

(+) tall

Based  on  the  errors  above  the  writer  put  score  4  because  just  slight  errors  of

vocabulary
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Student 10

Joko Widodo

1. Grammar 

A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:

(-) she neat and wear tie

The student used the wrong form of the verb “she”, it should be “he” furthermore

the student also missed to put “to be is” The grammatical sentence should be:   

(+) He is neat and wear tie

(-) Joko Widodo has body she small

(+) Joko Widodo has a small body

(-) Jokowi has one child she, Jokowi has two child he.

(+) Jokowi has three children two boys and one girl

Based on the errors above the writer put score 3 because the grammar is not true.

2. Vocabulary 

This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choice  and  mispelling.  For

examples:
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(-) neek

The vocabulary should be:

(+) Neck 

Based  on  the  errors  above  the  writer  put  score  5  because  just  slight  errors  of

vocabulary

Student 11

Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono

1.    Grammar 

A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:

(-) He oreder 4 years, stars year 2004- and to change Joko Widodo.

In this sentence the student missed to put the “auxiliary verb has” and “diction”.

The grammatical sentence should be:   

(+) He has governed during 4 years, since 2004

Based on the errors above the writer put score 4 because the grammar is not true.

2. Vocabulary 
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This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choice  and  mispelling.  For

examples:

(-) forme

The vocabulary should be:

(+) Former

(-) decipine

(+) Discipline

Based  on  the  errors  above  the  writer  put  score  4  because  just  slight  errors  of

vocabulary

Student 12

Joko Widodo

1.  Grammar 

A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:

(-)He have a good personal
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The student used the wrong form of the verb “have”, it should be “is”. The 

gramatical sentence should be :

(+) He is a good person

(-) he help always poor people

(+) He always helping the poor people

(-)he have a three children

(+) He has a three children

(-) He have wife

(+) He has a wife

(-) He have a suitable face and hi is a good people and good president

(+) He has a handsome face, he is a good person, and he is a good president

Based on the errors above the writer put score 3 because the grammar is not true.

2. Vocabulary 

This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choice  and  mispelling.  For

examples:

(-) have

The vocabulary should be:

(+) Has

Based  on  the  errors  above  the  writer  put  score  5  because  just  slight  errors  of

vocabulary

Student 13

Joko Widodo
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1. Grammar 

A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:

(-) He is president of indonesia period 2014-1019

In  this  sentence  the  student  missed  to  put  the  “auxiliary  verb  has  been”.  The

grammatical sentence should be:   

(+) He has been the president of indonesia for the period of 2014-2019

(-)He religion is islam

(+) He is muslim

(-) He have wife she name is Irana Joko Widodo

(+) He has wife named Irana Joko Widodo

(-) He have 2 boys and 1 daugther

(+) He has two boys and one daugther

(-) he come from solo

(+) He comes from solo

Based on the errors above the writer put score 3 because the grammar is not true.

2. Vocabulary
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This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choice  and  mispelling.  For

examples:

(-) have

The vocabulary should be:

(+) Has

(-) come

(+) Came

Based  on  the  errors  above  the  writer  put  score  4  because  just  slight  errors  of

vocabulary.

Student 14

Joko Widodo

1. Grammar 

A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:

(-) He have 3 child, 2 boys and 1 girl
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The  student  used  the  wrong  form  of  the  verb  “to  have”,  it  should  be  “has”

furthermore the student also use the wrong of plural form of the word “child”. The

grammatical sentence should be:   

(+) He has three children, two boys and one girl

(-) He have characteristic that is good

(+) He has good character

(-) He from in solo (jawa)

(+) He comes from solo (jawa)

(-) she is married and she have baby and the last child is Kaesan.

(+) She is married and has a child and the last child is Koesan

Based  on  the  errors  above  the  writer  put  score  4  because  just  slight  errors  of

vocabulary.

2. Vocabulary

This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choice  and  mispelling.  For

examples:

(-) have

The vocabulary should be:

(+) Has

(-) child

(+) children

Based  on  the  errors  above  the  writer  put  score  4  because  just  slight  errors  of

vocabulary.
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Student 15

Joko Widodo

1. Grammar 

A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:

(-) he lead indonesia always forward

In this sentence the student missed to put “s in verb for third singular person”. The

grammatical sentence should be:   

(+) He leads indonesia to move forward

(-) he has choosing to be a president on 2015

(+) He has been selected to be a president on 2015

(-)He born in solo and before he become to be president he work at regent solo and

he be major of jakarta

(+) He was born in  solo and before he became president,  he worked in solo a

regent. 

Based on the errors above the writer put score 3 because the grammar is not true.
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2. Vocabulary

This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choice  and  mispelling.  For

examples:

(-) lead

The vocabulary should be:

(+) Leads

(-) choosing

(+) Selected

(-) work

(+) Worked

Based  on  the  errors  above  the  writer  put  score  4  because  just  slight  errors  of

vocabulary.

Student 16

Joko Widodo

1. Grammar

A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:
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(-) He is president in the good

In this sentence the student missed to put the “phrase”. The grammatical sentence

should be:   

(+) He is a good President

(-) he is the president wise and authority

(+) He is a wise and authoritative President

(-) He is care of community and his like to help community

(+) He cares for the community and he likes to help the community

(-) he is president smart

(+) He’s a smart President

(-) he is religion islam

(+) He is Muslim

(-) He have 3 childrens

(+) He has three children

(-) he have a person wife

(+) He has a wife

(-) he is can from solo

(+) He comes from Solo

(-) he order during 4 years

(+) He has governed for 5 years

(-) he have 53 years old

(+) He is 53 years old

Based on the errors above the writer put score 3 because the grammar is not true.

2. Vocabulary
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This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choice  and  mispelling.  For

examples:

(-) authority

The vocabulary should be:

(+) Authoritative

(-) islam

(+) Islamic

(-) have

(+) Has

(-) can 

(+) came

Based  on  the  errors  above  the  writer  put  score  3  because  just  slight  errors  of

vocabulary.

Student 17

Joko Widodo

1. Grammar 

A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:
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(-) Joko Widodo is a president of repoblic indonesia his from solo

In  this  sentence  the  student  wrong  to  put  the  “Phrase  president  of  repoblic

indonesia”,  and  used  the  wrong  form  of  the  subject  of  the  word  “his”.  The

grammatical sentence should be:   

(+) Joko Widodo is a President of the Republic of Indonesia, he is from solo

(-) His atictude is good. his first children name is Gibran Raka Buming Raka, his

socond children name is Kahyang Ayu and his treeth children Koehasan

(+) He is  good,  the first  son named Gibran Buming Raka,  the second son son

named Koehasan, and the last daughter Kahyang Ayu.

Based on the errors above the writer put score 4 because the grammar is not true.

2. Vocabulary

This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choice  and  mispelling.  For

examples:

(-) children

The vocabulary should be:

(+) child

(-) treeth children

(+) Three children

Based  on  the  errors  above  the  writer  put  score  4  because  just  slight  errors  of

vocabulary.

Student 18

Joko Widodo
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1. Grammar 

A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:

(-) good and just for society

In this sentence the student missed to put the “ subject he” and “to be is”. The 

gramatical sentence should be :

(+) He is very good for society

(-) have wife is name Iriana Widodo

(+) He has wife named Iriana Widodo

(-) wise and donor

(+) He is wise and donor

(-) Seventh Presiden of Indonesia

(+) He is the seventh Presiden of Indonesia

Based on the errors above the writer put score 3 because the grammar is not true.

2. Vocabulary

This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choice  and  mispelling.  For

examples:
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(-) have

The vocabulary should be:

(+) Has

Based  on  the  errors  above  the  writer  put  score  5  because  just  slight  errors  of

vocabulary.

Student 19

Joko Widodo

1. Grammar 

A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:

(-) Joko Widodo is president indonesia. He is president indonesia in the good

In this sentence the student missed to put the “article a” and “preposition of”. The

grammatical sentence should be:   

(+) Joko Widodo is the preident of indonesia, he is a good president

(-) He with authority  and gantle. He is short hair and oval face, he is religion islam

(+) He is gantle and authorised, his hair is short, his face is oval, he is Muslim
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(-) He have 3 child, he very good enough family, he always help society the 

traubled

(+) He has three children, his family is very kind, and helps a difficult society

(-) He have wife called Irana Joko Widodo he has grandchild

(+) He has a wife named Irina and has grandchildren

(-) President Joko Widodo palace Bogor. He 54 years old

(+) Bogor is the presidential palace, he is 54 years old

Based on the errors above the writer put score 3 because the grammar is not true.

2. Vocabulary 

This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choice  and  mispelling.  For

examples:

(-) have 

The vocabulary should be:

(+) has

Based  on  the  errors  above  the  writer  put  score  5  because  just  slight  errors  of

vocabulary, and unclear punction
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Student 20

Joko Widodo

1. Grammar 

A number of sentences produced in this writing are considered ungrammatical. For

examples:

(-) Jokowi is kam from solo, his have 1 wife she name is Irana. And his have 3

children two boys and one girl

The student used the wrong form of the verb “to have”, it should be “has”. The

grammatical sentence should be:   

(+) Jokowi come from solo. He has a wife named Irana and he has three children,

two boys and one girl

(-) Jokowi is smart president and he have beautiful smile, he a good man, and he a

leriable in comand nation indonesia, many person like him, he very disiplin in work

(+)  Jokowi  is  a  smart  president  and  his  smile  is  beautiful.  He  is  capable  of

commandial indonesia, many people like him, he is disciplined at work

Based on the errors above the writer put score 4 because the sentence has errors on

grammar of word order frequently efforts of interpretation sometimes required on

readers part
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2. Vocabulary 

This  writing  contains  a  number  of  wrong  word  choise  and  mispelling.  For

examples:

(-) kam

The vocabulary should be:

(+) Come

(-) person 

(+) People

(-) disiplin

(+) Discipline

Based  on  the  errors  above  the  writer  put  score  3  because  just  slight  errors  of

vocabulary, and unclear punction
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Tabel 1. The Students Writing Scores

SN SG SV TOTAL

SCORE

LEVEL OF ABILITY

1 4 3 7 Good
2 3 5 8 Good
3 3 5 8 Good
4 2 5 7 Good
5 3 4 7 Good
6 4 5 9 Very good
7 4 4 8 Good
8 4 3 7 Good
9 3 4 7 Good
10 3 5 8 Good
11 4 4 8 Good
12 3 5 8 Good
13 3 4 7 Good
14 4 4 8 Good
15 3 4 7 Good
16 3 3 6 Average
17 4 4 8 Good
18 3 5 8 Good
19 3 5 8 Good
20 4 3 7 Good
Total 67 84 151
AVG 3.35 4.2 7.55 Good 

Remarks :

SN : Student Number

SG : Score of Gramamar 

SV : Score of Vocabulary

AVG : Average

The formula used to computer the class average score for each aspect:

Total score of the aspects
Total student

Take for example, grammar aspect: 67 = 3.35
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While the class level is obtained from accumulation of the two aspects of

writing as drawn below : SG + SV ,

3.35 + 4.2 = 7.55. So, their level of ability was classified as “GOOD”

The  table  above  shows  the  individual  students  score  on  grammar  and

vocabulary, grades and the ability level. Based on the individual grades and ability

level, the students can be grouped into three ability level. One student got average

ability level, eighteen students got good ability level, and one student got very good

ability level. The table shows that all of the students have passed the writing test.

Based on the table, the students were able to write descriptive text classified as

“Good”

 

Table 2. The Students Ability Level Of Descriptive Text

No Standard of measurement frequency Level
1 2 3 4
1 12-11 0 Excellent 
2 10-9 1 Very good
3 8-7 18 Good
4 6-5 1 Average
5 4-3 0 Below average
6 2-1 0 Bad

Based on Table 2 above, it can be seen that no student got excellent ability

level, one student got very good ability level, eighteen students got good ability

level,  one student got average ability level, no student got below average ability

level, and no student who got bad level.
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4.2 Discussion

After  doing  the  analysis  on  the  students  work  sheets,  the  writer  can

conclude that generally in the eighth grade students of SMPN 10 Kupang in the

school  year  2019/2020  were  able  to  write  descriptive  text.  The  eighth  grade

students ability level on descriptive text was 7.55 classified as “Good”.

The result  of the analysis  can be seen in  table  1 and 2.  No student got

excellent ability level, one student got very good ability level, eighteen students got

good ability  level,   one student got average ability  level,  no student  got below

average ability level, and no student who got bad level.

Based on the result above, the writer also found that there are some students

commited many errors in gramatical aspects such as tense, subject verb agreement,

word choice, word order, and the use of article. They also stil faced dealing with

the content and the language used such as the generic structure of the text. 
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